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1 Introduction 

1.1 Background 

Hydrostor Inc. (Hydrostor) is a proudly Canadian company and a leader in Advanced Compressed Air 
Energy Storage (A-CAES). Hydrostor develops utility-scale energy storage facilities using its breakthrough 
A-CAES technology.  

Hydrostor’s A-CAES technology is a low-cost, dispatchable, carbon-free form of long-duration energy 
storage which can be flexibly sited where the grid needs it. 

Hydrostor embarked on a project to advance the general design and development of an A-CAES project in 
Ontario. 

Hydrostor is grateful for the support from Natural Resources Canada (NRCAN) which provided support to 
this project, contributing $500,000 from its Energy Innovation program Fund to the development efforts. 
This project started with support from Sustainable Development Technology Canada (SDTC), with SDTC 
contributing $1,580,000. The overall program budget was $4.3 million, including the previous scope with 
SDTC, and the scope with NRCAN which had a budget of $2,048,468. The project with NRCAN’s support 
was executed in 2021.  

Hydrostor engaged with several subcontractors as follows: 

 IO Consulting (IO): completed a pre-feed optimization study (PFOS).  

 TWD Technologies (TWD): completed a partial FEED for the topside which builds upon the PFOS 
conducted by IO.  

 Lane Power & Energy Solutions, Inc. (Lane): supported in selection of a feasible site, conducted 
subsurface desktops studies, performed preliminary cavern design including cost estimate and 
schedule. 

 SLR Consulting Canada Ltd (SLR): completed a permitting pathway. 

 MAN Energy Solutions (MAN): completed a turbomachinery engineering study to support the 
turbomachinery engineering design, performed dynamic simulations to investigate the startup 
response time. 

 Coanda Research and Development Corporation (Coanda): completed a road mapping exercise 
for modelling and de-risking the champagne effect. 
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2 Key Project Achievements 

2.1 Partial FEED 

IO completed a Pre-FEED Optimization Study (PFOS) for the A-CAES system, progressing the subsurface 
design optimization, completing a preliminary rock management plan and definition of interface between 
the cavern and the topside. IO completed train size optimization as a base case and noted additional sizing 
opportunities. IO developed a Class IV Capital Cost Estimate for a 300MW system.  

TWD then commenced a partial FEED for the topside scope, building on the work that IO completed. Major 
accomplishments include: 

- A feasible site was selected to be used as the basis of the design. 

- The project size was confirmed as 500 MW, and the duration as 12 hours. 

- Piping Plot Plan of the selected site, preliminary 3D Model and 3D Model Review. 

- HYSYS model developed, and simulations conducted for process optimization. 

- Block Flow Diagrams (BFD) and Process Flow Diagrams (PFD) developed. 

- Turbomachinery specifications developed, and Expression of Interest (EOI) issued to vendors after 
which a short list of five (5) vendors was concluded from the bid analysis and forms the basis for 
the procurement process in the next phase of the project. 

- Vendor engagement with the Heat Exchanger vendors resulted in receipt of budgetary quotes and 
preparation of a Heat Exchanger Cost Benefits Analysis, which have provided cost savings options 
that are currently being explored within the HYSYS model for heat exchanger/ piping optimizations. 

- Basis of Design (BOD) developed. 

- Electrical optimization including Electrical equipment layout, main substation layout and Electrical 
3D model design were finalized. 69kV and 5kV Single Line Diagrams (SLD) were also completed. 
It was also confirmed that GIS would be an economically better option as compared to the AIS 
option. GIS building layout, GIS SLD and emergency power requirements were all completed. A 
study on the use of Variable Frequency Drive (VFD) vs. Direct Online (DOL) was performed which 
indicated the use of VFD would be the preferred option. 

- Vendor engagement for budget enquiries for the switchgear and transformers completed. 

- Class IV Capital Cost Estimate (CCE) for the 300MW system based on IO’s layout was developed.  
Based on the advancement in the engineering design and budgetary quotes received for long lead 
items, the CCE was then updated for the 500MW 12-hour A-CAES system. This CCE can be easily 
scaled to systems of varying sizes and durations, and is used as a tool to progress estimates for 
other project opportunities, contributing to the global advancement of A-CAES projects. 

- Preliminary Civil building sketches and buildings report developed. 

- Vendor engagement for the hot storage tanks and cold storage tanks resulted in budgetary quotes 
and bid tab analysis. 

- Mechanical materials selection and filtration assessment completed. 
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Figure 2: Rendering possibility of the selected site 

 

2.2 Turbomachinery Engineering Study 

Hydrostor engaged with MAN to complete an engineering study for the Turbomachinery. The purpose of 
the study was to look at the engineering of the 100MW train to provide data that supports the Partial FEED 
design, and to investigate the possibilities of using larger train sizes (125MW).  

The findings of this Engineering study were key in supporting the overall engineering design for the partial 
FEED phase. Dynamic modelling of the heat exchangers to determine the turbine start-up response time 
was also completed. 

2.3 Permitting Roadmap 

TWD engaged with SLR Canada to develop a permitting plan/ roadmap for all activities to obtain all 
necessary permits and/or approvals for the construction and operation of the project. One of the key 
objectives of this scope was to understand the timing of the permitting requirements, since permitting 
activities are usually critical path items.  

2.4 Water Quality Study 

TWD conducted a water study analysis for a different site outside the scope of this project. The intent of 
this study was to define the water requirements, possible water sources, and top-up requirements for the 
facility. The results of this study form a basis for the water requirements for advancing the engineering 
design for this project. 

2.5 Champagne Effect Modelling 

Coanda Research and Development Corporation, an industrial R&D group specialized in fluid dynamics, 
completed a road mapping exercise for modelling the Champagne Effect (CE). They reviewed the existing 
CE literature, conducted a gap analysis, backfilled gaps with other literature, and outlined the steps to model 
the CE. The next steps are the development of two computer models, a CE solver, and a cavern water air 
saturation solver. These two activities may likely be sufficient to de-risk the CE and test CE solutions, but 
they may also highlight the need for physical modelling moving forward. 
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2.6 Subsurface Preliminary Design 

Lane performed Geological Desktop Screenings of multiple proposed sites to support the selection of a 
feasible site. A report which includes a preliminary cavern design, cost estimate and schedule was 
completed with the available desktop data. Upon commencing the prefeasibility design, Lane noted that 
there was quite a large dataset of geology data available for Ontario, which improved the confidence of the 
design completed. The design was done for both a base case 3,000MWh and an alternative case phased 
12,000MWh. While an exploratory borehole would have been preferred, Hydrostor felt that the large dataset 
was appropriate in understanding the level of risk with this type of project at this stage. 

Lane also developed a subsurface site ability scorecard tool to assess the feasibility of other sites for the 
application of A-CAES. 

2.7 Conclusion 

Through the funding provided by NRCAN, Hydrostor was able to advance its design and develop feasibility 
assessment tools that are currently being used to advance other A-CAES projects in Canada, the US, 
Australia, United Kingdom and other countries. NRCAN’s contribution not only helped with this project, but 
it also allowed Hydrostor to expand the original scope and complete additional critical activities vital in 
supporting the advancement of Hydostor’s development activities for A-CAES projects. 
 
The project learnings and deliverables have become an integral part of Hydrostor's commercial strategy 
and allow for a more efficient advancement of the development activities for future projects. The company 
is also undergoing an expansion of its team to ensure it can develop and deliver these projects successfully 
and continue to pursue commercial opportunities for A-CAES globally. Simultaneously, the company 
continues to focus on identifying technology and delivery improvements, continued advancement of a 
FEED, as well as the building out of its development pipeline such that the company can quickly accelerate 
its growth following the first facility reaching full commercial operation. 

 


